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Abstract: Many application areas for augmented reality (AR) and 
virtual reality (VR) emerged with the technological advances. These 
technologies, which initially appeared in sectors such as entertainment and 
games, are now widely used in the field of health care. In this study, a 
traditional simulator named SABAS is designed with its all components 
to be used in the training of brain anatomy. The designed simulator is 
equipped with AR and VR supported innovative e-learning technologies 
in order to examine and learn the structure of the human brain, whose 
anatomical structure and functioning is complex, using 3D models in 
anatomy education. This smartphone-aided application is achieved a high 
level of success in examination of brain anatomy with the additional 
features such as interface design and application usability. After the 
cornerstones of this designed prototype application are presented, the 
required suggestions are obtained from experts and healthcare 
professionals and it is observed that the application worked with 
maximum efficiency. In the study, the effectiveness of the VR and AR 
aided SABAS mobile application simulator, developed to teach the 
anatomical structure of the brain, is evaluated based on the experiences of 
30 participants who wanted to voluntarily participate in the study. 
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Introduction 

Today, many organs in the human body are modeled in 3D for 
anatomy education. In addition, the organs modeled as 3D can be 
transferred to the computer and presented or staged in integration with the 
real world due to augmented and virtual reality technologies (Tatar et al., 
2019). One of the cornerstones of learning the anatomical structures in our 
body is to create mental models of anatomical structures and to understand 
the spatial relationships between each other (Aziz et al., 2002). 

Today, 2D and static images printed in books lack a better 
representation of scientific concepts and they may cause limitation to 
meaningful learning. Therefore, computer-aided new technologies and 
different learning materials are required to promote a better understanding. 
From this perspective, interactive digital graphics applications help the 
teaching-learning and knowledge discovery process of concepts, contents 
and skills that can be gained through practice, due to the fact that they 
encourage self-learning. These processes are generally complemented by 
training resources, auxiliary equipment and training simulators supported by 
AR and VR technologies. AR is defined as the concept of digitally 
superimposing virtual objects over physical objects in the real world. In the 
display of virtual objects created with AR, it is possible to display them using 
a marker, a projection, or without using any markers (Gannis, 2017; Mekni 
& Lemieux, 2014). VR is an effective way of visualizing, managing and 
interacting with extremely complex data in a virtual scene created with the 
help of computers (Boas, 2013; Isdale, 1998; Wexelblat, 2014). 

Simulation-based trainings are mostly provided with the help of VR, 
AR technologies and interactive solutions that provide tactile feedback 
(Ruthenbeck & Reynolds, 2015). VR and AR-based medical training 
simulators have many advantages in terms of teaching styles as they simulate 
the real environment. The success of education can be increased with these 
technologies. For example, with a medical training simulator, the motion of 
the surgical equipment can be recorded and imitated, more precise 
measurements can be made, and the damages that can be given to the similar 
anatomical structures can be foreseen. In addition, simulation-based training 
has significant economic benefits. For example, trainee surgeons can 
practice numerous exercises on simulated patients without the need for a 
cadaver or a very expensive and limited animal model (Coles et al., 2010). 
Moreover, simulation-based trainings are not affected by the limitations of 
the instructor‟s capacity in traditional teaching methods due to their 
contribution such as hardware quality and software capacity. 
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Learning through “trial and error” or “seeing, hearing, doing” in 
medical education is replaced by innovative approaches that enable the 
development of critical thinking and decision-making in clinical care, 
effective communication and problem solving skills. Medical, biomedical 
engineering, and healthcare students who want to learn about human 
anatomy often use auxiliary equipment such as textbooks, solid 3D organ 
models, texts, visual images, and sculptures. However, these auxiliary tools 
are generally insufficient, do not allow making more practices on them and 
are highly costly. In addition, students also benefit from cadavers, which is a 
proven and effective learning method that enables learning by experience 
with the help of surgeries for practical applications. However, learning on 
cadavers is more costly and more complex than learning on a 3D model. In 
addition, due to the lack of sufficient number of cadavers, students often 
practice in groups and cannot find the opportunity to practice on their own. 
In this case, it becomes inevitable to avoid such complexity and to use a less 
costly AR, VR supported mobile application and to practice and experience 
on the developed application. An application offering these supports will 
shorten the learning time of students and provide practical learning with the 
use of an application that can be accessed from anywhere instead of 
cadavers that are difficult to access and examine (Kurniawan & Witjaksono, 
2018). 

In addition to being frequently used in areas such as communication, 
socializing, gaming and obtaining information, mobile devices have been 
widely used in the medical field in recent years as an auxiliary learning 
resource and practice tool with interactive applications for the presentation 
of learning content. Since new technologies also target mobile platforms, the 
use of mobile devices in academic education has been increasing. Especially 
in recent years, the use of mobile devices in content sharing has increased 
rapidly (Boruff & Storie, 2014). Since especially mobile phones are accessible 
from everywhere regardless of country, city and social and economic 
differences, it is clear that practicing the teaching using the developed 
applications is preferred as an effective teaching method (Jones et al., 2010). 
For example, Popovic et al. (Popović et al., 2016) developed a testing tool for 
a school and analyzed this mobile educational application. As a result of the 
tests carried out, they revealed that the mobile application was a very 
effective auxiliary resource. In addition, the results showed that the total 
success rate in the term in which this method was used was higher compared 
to the term in which this method was not used. In some similar studies 
(Huang & Chiu, 2015; Khachan & Özmen, 2019), it was concluded that the 
developed mobile applications should have a simple interface, provide 
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interaction between students, provide a problem environment that can be 
solved, and receive feedback in real time in order to be appealing for a wider 
target group. In a study conducted by Wang (Wang, 2017) the researcher 
added the mobile support function to the flipped learning system, and 
demonstrated the benefits it provided in subjects such as engagement in the 
lesson, interaction with the teacher, problem solving ability, and critical 
thinking. 

Mobile applications facilitate teaching. Besides, it is seen that AR and 
VR supported studies have been also proposed in the field of health care. 
For example, in their study Safi et al. (Safi et al., 2010) proposed that AR 
could be used to treat skin cancer or to prevent disease progression. In their 
study, they followed the changing lesions based on professional images and 
texts previously obtained with AR systems. On the other hand, Parkes et al. 
(Parkes et al., 2009) developed a mixed reality simulator to be used in the 
training of veterinarians. In the simulator, haptic devices were positioned 
both side of a modified toy cat, and virtual models of the chest and some 
abdominal contents were superimposed on the physical model. 

When the literature is examined, it is seen that there are some studies 
supported by AR and VR to facilitate the teaching of the anatomical 
structure of the human body. Blum et al. (Blum et al., 2012) developed an 
AR application and by using it, they tracked the pose of a user standing in 
front of a large display using a depth camera and facilitated the teaching of 
human anatomical structure. In a similar study, Jamali et al. (Jamali et al., 
2015) developed mobile prototype learning environment that utilizes 
Augmented Reality for learning human anatomy. This mobile-based 
application run on the Android tablet platform and cannot provide cross-
platform support. Besides these studies, there are systems that are used for 
liver resection and suggest using the vein tree and hepatic vein structure for 
liver resection (Bourquain et al., 2002; Reitinger et al., 2006). In other 
anatomy-based studies, Goswami et al. (Goswami et al., 2010) and 
Rhienmora et al. (Rhienmora et al., 2010) developed a simulator for dental 
anatomy, dental extraction and operational processes. 

There are not many studies in the literature on teaching the 
anatomical structure of the central nervous system and surgical organs, 
especially of the brain, using mobile application, auxiliary educational tools 
supported by AR and VR technologies. Lemole et al. (Lemole Jr et al., 2007), 
developed a VR-assisted simulator that provides feedback with haptic 
devices on central nervous system surgery. In the anatomical environment 
created on computed tomography images, students carried out practical 
applications with realistic, visual and haptic features. In another study 
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conducted on the brain, Rose et al. (Rose et al., 2005) proposed a VR-
assisted method for the treatment of brain damage. In their studies, they 
found that using VR would be beneficial in cases of brain damage such as 
memory deficits, attention deficits and executive dysfunction. 

Although anatomy education should be given in a practical way, 
traditional methods are used in teaching brain diseases and teaching the 
anatomical structure of brain. Cadavers are the most important teaching 
materials used in traditional anatomy education; however this process is 
difficult and expensive. In addition, using cadavers for learning the specific 
anatomical regions such as the brain may be insufficient in some cases. With 
the development of three-dimensional (3D) medical imaging techniques 
after the 2000s, computer aided alternative methods have been used in 
anatomy education. In recent years, technological advances in imaging 
techniques have encouraged the simulation-based anatomy training. In 
addition, simulations have been widely used in medical education courses. 
However, the anatomical structure and examination of the human brain is 
more difficult than in other regions. In addition, it is very difficult to reach 
these parts for diagnosis and treatment because the skull is a bony structure. 
Although it does not weigh much, there are many anatomical formations in 
the human brain. On the other hand, the pathways connecting both cerebral 
hemispheres and different areas of the brain, and nerve fibers of the 
peripheral nervous system further complicate this region. For these reasons, 
a holistic training simulator that presents the anatomy of the human brain 
and brain pathways with appropriate scenarios on 3D images is required in 
order to be used in medical education. 

When the literature on training simulators supported by virtual 
learning environment proposed for the brain is examined, it is seen that the 
studies on this issue are very limited and there is not a holistic simulator that 
includes scenarios of all stages and surgical interventions in the brain. In 
addition, many of the proposed systems can be described as theoretical 
studies since they are not tested in clinical settings. Most of the training 
simulators that were previously proposed and tested under clinical setting are 
not preferred due to reasons such as difficulty of use, lack of innovative 
technologies, and not being integrated. In addition, although the use of AR 
and VR is still inadequate, especially in the field of health, it is seen that 
there have been developments and their use has increased. Based on these 
studies, it can be argued that the use of AR and VR will be an integral part 
of anatomy, treatment, rehabilitation, and education, in particular. As can be 
understood from the previous studies, interactive education is costly. It is 
also observed that the number of applications developed on this subject is 
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inadequate. It has been found that most of the applications developed lack 
cross-platform support. In this study, it was aimed to eliminate such 
deficiencies with the proposed application. In this study, a training simulator 
named SABAS was designed with its all components to be used in the 
anatomy education. The designed simulator was equipped with AR and VR 
supported innovative e-learning technologies in order to examine and learn 
the structure of the human brain, whose anatomical structure and 
functioning is complex, using 3D models in anatomy education. This 
smartphone-aided application is achieved a high level of success in 
examination of brain anatomy with the additional features such as interface 
design and application usability. After the cornerstones of this designed 
prototype application were presented, the required suggestions were 
obtained from experts and healthcare professionals and it was observed that 
the application worked with maximum efficiency. 

SABAS‟s contributions to the literature with its innovative and 
original aspect can be listed as follows: 

• In this study, a holistic medical training simulator is developed in 
order to teach the complex structure of the brain in a top-down manner. 
Thus, the learners learned the basic anatomical structures of the mass brain 
on 3D models and the learning process is aided with the prepared 
gamification and educational mobile software based on AR and VR.  

• 3D brain modules and AR and VR aided applications fulfill an 
important function of the medical training simulator when considered in a 
holistic way so that the learner can better understand the whole learning 
process on the brain.  

• In the proposed study, simulator training software compatible with 
mobile environments that can offer an interactive learning-by-doing 
simulation environment supported by AR and VR are developed for 
modular brain structures. 

• The developed medical training simulator offers detailed 
supportive trainings for learning the basic anatomical structures on the brain. 
An effective learning environment is provided by integrating the educational 
software that simulates the anatomical and vascular structure of the human 
brain in detail with VR hardware. 

• With this study, it is also provided to simulate the scenarios that are 
complex and difficult to learn on the cadaver due to the structure of the 
brain on the training simulator. 

• The simulator software also includes the application of the learned 
information in a realistic way and the design of e-learning infrastructures 
with feedback. Thus, an e-learning system is created and this system is in an 
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infrastructure appropriate for use in medical education and postgraduate 
medical education. 

• The simulator-based medical education processes developed in this 
study are implemented as a pilot study on a group of doctors and students, 
and a holistic general evaluation is provided. Thus, the standardization, 
adaptation and widespread use of the developed medical education simulator 
in medical education are realized and the errors and deficiencies are 
eliminated. Additionally, with this study, innovative, interactive and animated 
educational contents presenting the usage and operating structure of the 
medical education simulator are prepared. 

The next sections of the study are organized as follows: In Section 
II, the software architecture, components and usage features of the SABAS 
application are explained in detail. In Section III, the survey results that 
provide feedback for user experiences are evaluated. In the final section, the 
results obtained are emphasized and the effectiveness of SABAS is 
discussed. 

Methodology 

The methodology of the study is discussed in two parts. The first 
part is the development of the system and the second part is the evaluation 
of the system by the users. 

System overview 

In this study, a VR and AR supported mobile application simulator 
named SABAS was developed to teach the anatomical structure of the brain. 
Although there are many software and applications that have been 
developed as a desktop application that show the anatomical structure of the 
brain, the smartphone application, which has been supported by current 
technologies, is quite limited. For this reason, a mobile application that 
teaches the anatomical structure of the brain in an easy way has been 
designed to increase the level of readiness using SABAS. In addition, the 
developed application simulator SABAS contains pedagogical information 
similar to the textbooks on the anatomical structure of the brain in terms of 
terminology, representation, design and technology. The main form user 
interface showing the basic components of the mobile application SABAS 
developed is presented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Mobile interface form showing the basic components of the mobile 
application (SABAS). 

Source: acquired from SABAS 

Software architecture 

The anatomical structure of the brain can be examined on this model 
using SABAS, and all central nervous system organs can be seen in detail 
and simulated. Due to its infrastructure, SABAS provides learners to 
simulate and learn the anatomical structure of the brain in a fast and accurate 
way. SABAS realizes the application of content with AR and VR 
technologies both in real time in the classroom and as offline in any 
environment.  

 
Figure 2. 3D anatomical brain model used in the development of SABAS 

infrastructure. 
Source: https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/eyeball-extension-neuroanatomy-

7d1ff51c69c04455b093bf03c67a0d40  

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/eyeball-extension-neuroanatomy-7d1ff51c69c04455b093bf03c67a0d40
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/eyeball-extension-neuroanatomy-7d1ff51c69c04455b093bf03c67a0d40
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In the developed application, the model containing the anatomical 
structure of the brain is presented in Figure 2 and this model was obtained 
from Sketchfab (Sketchfab, 2019) platform, which offers 3D anatomical 
models in the web environment. The accuracy of these models of the 
anatomical structure of the brain has been approved by experts. 

The SABAS mobile application has been developed with the 
Unity3D 2018 3.5f1 version of the Unity3D (Unity3D, 2019) game engine. 
Unity3D offers an environment that can be coded using C# and JavaScript 
languages. Models of the anatomical structure of the 3D brain were then 
transferred to the Unity3D platform. Applications developed by Unity3D 
have direct cross-platform support. Applications developed with this tool 
can be output to nine different platforms, including many mobile operating 
systems. Thus, applications developed without encountering any problems 
with general coding can be used on every platform, as long as libraries 
working on a specific platform are not used. SABAS was designed in a way 
to run on Android based mobile operating system platforms. In addition, 
SABAS has an infrastructure that can be easily transferred to other cross-
platform environments when desired. SABAS includes components for both 
AR-supported and VR-supported simulations for the anatomical structure of 
the brain. Vuforia libraries (Vuforia, 2019) that can work as integrated with 
Unity3D were used to create AR-supported simulations in the SABAS 
infrastructure. Besides, Google VR extension was used to create VR 
supported simulations for SABAS.  

 
Figure 3. Marker model of the brain developed for AR-aided simulations in 

SABAS application. 
Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Brain_(PNG).png  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Brain_(PNG).png
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Components of the SABAS 

SABAS, the smartphone-aided mobile application developed to 
understand the anatomical structure of the brain, was designed to be 
simulated in two different environments, as AR and VR environments. 
Therefore, it was aimed to eliminate the difficulties experienced in learning 
the structure of the brain, which has a complex anatomical structure, by the 
current technological innovations. In the part of SABAS which was 
supported with AR, the brain model that acts as a marker as seen in Figure 3 
was used in order to carry out detailed simulation applications in the 
anatomical structure of the brain.  
 

 

Figure 4. Initiation of menus with the help of the marker brain model for AR-based 
applications in SABAS. 

Source: acquired from SABAS 
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Figure 5. Imaging all parts within the anatomical structures of the brain with the 
“show the brain parts” function. 

Source: acquired from SABAS 

 
In the SABAS application, functions that enable anatomical 

simulations to be initiated in the brain were operated by providing a simple 
menu as shown in Figure 4 in the lower right corner of the screen when the 
marker is seen. In this section, three functions are operated as “move mode"”, 
“part animation” and “show the brain parts”. As shown in Figure 5, with “show the 
brain parts” function, all parts within the anatomical structures of the brain 
are shown and opened with a menu. Users can select the anatomical 
structure of the brain that they want to examine. In addition, in this section, 
more than one part of the brain can be selected and interacted with these 
structures. 

One of the important features aimed with the SABAS application is 
the visualization of the 3D views of the parts in the brain in a virtual 
environment for educational purposes, enabling planning before surgical 
procedures and reducing the training time. By the “examine the part” option 
presented in Figure 5, any part in the brain model is examined specially and a 
separate scene is loaded for this part as in Figure 6. In this loaded scene, 
there is information about the functions of the part, the 3D model of the 
part and its functions. In this scene, the “cutting mode” is also activated and 
the part is cut on a linear plane. In this part, it is aimed to make a cut similar 
to surgical cutting procedures. At this stage of SABAS application, since the 
cutting process is planar, it is not sufficient in terms of surgical cutting. In 
this respect, the application should be developed. 
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Figure 6. Application scene and cutting mode where the anatomical structures of 
the brain are examined in detail. 

Source: acquired from SABAS 

 
In the SABAS application, when “move mode” seen in Figure 4 is 

selected, the rotation, location and size of the relevant anatomical structure 
in the brain can be changed. These functions are provided with the help of 
some buttons and toggles in Figure 7. In this part, the anatomical structure 
of the brain is brought to different angles, different sizes and to a different 
position on the screen, providing optimum view and interaction for the user. 
As a result of these processes, not only the outer part of the head structure 
(skull), but also the parts inside it are affected by the same processes. If the 
head is rotated about 45°, the other parts in the head will also rotate. Thus, 
SABAS provides ease of use. These operations are conducted by taking the 
middle point of the head as the basis of the pivot point. The reason for this 
is to prevent the head structure from turning from any different point and to 
provide vision from the right angles. In the “move mode” environment in 
SABAS, as shown in Figure 8, when the toggle is activated, all parts 
displayed with the head are changed (with the help of mouse in computer 
environment, by touching in mobile environment). The object control here 
has been realized with the help of collider. Thus, objects can be easily 
moved, resized or rotated to their next position individually or collectively. 
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Figure 7. Changing the rotation, location and size of the anatomical structures of 
the brain in the “move mode” stage. 

Source: acquired from SABAS 
 

 

Figure 8. Activating toggle mode in “move mode” environment and changing the 
anatomical structures in SABAS. 

Source: acquired from SABAS 

 
In SABAS, when the “part animation” function presented in Figure 4 

is selected, an animation is activated. This animation provides the 
distribution of all anatomical structures of the brain shown in Figure 9 in a 
top-down manner and in a scattered position towards the screen. In this 
scene, all the parts inside the head are displayed separately. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of all anatomical structures of the brain in a scattered way 
with the “part animation” function in SABAS. 

Source: acquired from SABAS 

 
In the SABAS, Google VR libraries were used to support the 

anatomical structure of the brain with VR supported technologies. When the 
“VR Assisted” is selected in the first main form of SABAS, a transition is 
provided to the environment shown in Figure 10. In this section, anatomical 
examinations can be made on the 3D anatomical model of the brain. On the 
VR supported stage, the anatomical parts of the brain can be examined from 
different angles with an auxiliary virtual reality glasses to the extent that the 
model allows. In this section, each part can be displayed in different 
positions due to the animation that functions similar to the distribution 
animation in the AR-supported part, which enables the anatomical structures 
in the brain to be opened. When any part is viewed from a maximum 
distance of 5 units from the VR supported stage, a panel displayed on the 
screen opens and information about the anatomical part is given. In 
addition, the VR-supported part developed in the SABAS application was 
tested at different resolutions (maximum 1440x720 pixels) and on different 
devices, and it was ensured to be operated smoothly in different 
environments. 
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Figure 10. Brain model and anatomical structures developed for VR supported 
simulations in SABAS application. 

Source: acquired from SABAS 

Results 

Study participants 

In this study, the effectiveness of the SABAS mobile application 
simulator, which was developed to teach the anatomical structure of the 
brain and supported by VR and AR, was evaluated based on the experiences 
of 30 participants who were wanted to voluntarily participate in the study. 
Of these 30 participants, 6 were medical doctors, 16 were medical faculty 
students, and 8 were health school students. For this study, it was approved 
by Clinical Research Ethics Committee at the Faculty of Medicine of 
Akdeniz University with the code 2012-KAEK-20 that there is no scientific 
and ethical inconvenience. The SABAS application developed for 
smartphones running on the Android platform was shared online with the 
participants. In line with the guideline prepared for the installation of 
SABAS on smart phones, the application was installed on the participants‟ 
phones. In addition, the process was initiated for the free download of 
SABAS from Google Play, and it is estimated that it will take its place in the 
market in a short time. All data in questionnaire were imported into SPSS 
software package. Item data distribution for questionnaire was denoted by 
percentages of approval. Therefore, mean values with standard deviation 
were additionally. 
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Assessments of the user feedbacks 

A questionnaire was prepared for the participants who used the 
SABAS application and it was sent to the participants through Google 
Forms. By doing so, it was aimed to obtain the participants‟ opinions on the 
application. The questionnaire was prepared by the researchers by scanning 
the relevant literature. The questions prepared to obtain the opinions of the 
participants are as follows: 

• The design of SABAS is very efficient and robust 
• The SABAS is very helpful to simulate human brain anatomy 
• In my opinion the SABAS can be very useable in other fields 
• The SABAS using markers is more remarkable to use than static images 
• The SABAS using markers are more flexible in visualizing the anatomy of 

the human brain 
• The SABAS using markers is faster in understanding the human brain 

anatomy 
• The SABAS is very helpful and interesting in description of each brain part 
• The SABAS is very practical in rotating of 3D brain anatomical model  
• The SABAS is very practical in seeing the details of brain anatomy  
• Learning using SABAS can be very practical in anatomy classes 
• I am very satisfied with SABAS to learn human brain anatomy 
• Overall SABAS greatly aided the brain anatomy learning process 

 

Table 1. Percentage distribution of the responses given to the items in the 
questionnaire 

Source: Our own conception 

 
QID Question (1)  

No 
(%) 

(2)  
Rather 

no 
(%) 

(3) 
Do not 

know(%) 

(4)  
Rather 
yes (%) 

(5)  
Yes 
(%) 

Q1 The design of SABAS is 
very efficient and robust 

0 3.3 20 43.3 33.3 

Q2 The SABAS is very helpful 
to simulate human brain 
anatomy 

0 0 26.7 36.7 36.7 

Q3 In my opinion the SABAS 
can be very useable in other 
fields 

0 0 13.3 46.7 40.0 

Q4 The SABAS using markers 
is more remarkable to use 
than static images 

0 3.3 16.7 36.7 43.3 
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Q5 The SABAS using markers 
are more flexible in 
visualizing the anatomy of 
the human brain 

0 0 13.3 40.0 46.7 

Q6 The SABAS using markers 
is faster in understanding 
the human brain anatomy 

0 0 13.3 50.0 36.7 

Q7 The SABAS is very helpful 
and interesting in 
description of each brain 
part 

0 0 16.7 26.7 56.7 

Q8 The SABAS is very practical 
in rotating of 3D brain 
anatomical model  

0 0 23.3 53.3 23.3 

Q9 The SABAS is very practical 
in seeing the details of brain 
anatomy 

0 0 10.0 43.3 46.7 

Q10 Learning using SABAS can 
be very practical in anatomy 
classes 

0 0 6.7 43.3 50.0 

Q11 I am very satisfied with 
SABAS to learn human 
brain anatomy 

0 0 10.0 56.7 33.3 

Q12 Overall SABAS greatly aided 
the brain anatomy learning 
process 

0 0 10.0 36.7 53.3 

 

The questionnaire consists of twelve items that range between 1 and 
5 as (1) No, (2) Rather no, (3) Do not know, (4) Rather yes and (5) Yes. 
Table 1 presents the percentage distribution of the responses given to each 
question in the questionnaire. As can be seen in the table, the participants 
did not score the (1) No option for the questions in the questionnaire. On 
the other hand, it was obtained that only 3.3% of the participants answered 
as (2) Rather no for the Q1 and Q3 items. When the total scores of the 
participants for the questions in the questionnaire are examined, it is seen 
that the participants‟ scores are mostly grouped under (4) Rather yes and (5) 
Yes options. Besides, it was found that most of the participants (56.7%) 
answered as (5) Yes to the Q7 item stating that; "The SABAS is very helpful 
and interesting in description of each brain part”. 

In Table 2, average scores and standard deviation values for the 
items in the questionnaire are presented. The highest mean scores were 
obtained from Q10, Q12, Q7 and Q9 items. The mean values of these items 
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were found as 4.43, 4.43, 4.40 and 4.37, respectively. The lowest standard 
deviation value was obtained as 0.626 for Q10 and Q11 items. In addition, 
the total standard deviation and total mean score were calculated as 0.719 
and 4.26, respectively. 

Table 2. Mean scores and standard deviation scores obtained from the 
questionnaire 

Source: Our own conception 

 
QID Question Standard 

deviation 
Mean score 

(1-5) 

Q1 The design of SABAS is very efficient 
and robust 

.828 4.07 

Q2 The SABAS is very helpful to simulate 
human brain anatomy 

.803 4.10 

Q3 In my opinion the SABAS can be very 
useable in other fields 

.691 4.27 

Q4 The SABAS using markers is more 
remarkable to use than static images 

.847 4.20 

Q5 The SABAS using markers are more 
flexible in visualizing the anatomy of the 
human brain 

.711 4.33 

Q6 The SABAS using markers is faster in 
understanding the human brain anatomy 

.679 4.23 

Q7 The SABAS is very helpful and 
interesting in description of each brain 
part 

.770 4.40 

Q8 The SABAS is very practical in rotating 
of 3D brain anatomical model  

.695 4.00 

Q9 The SABAS is very practical in seeing the 
details of brain anatomy 

.669 4.37 

Q10 Learning using SABAS can be very 
practical in anatomy classes 

.626 4.43 

Q11 I am very satisfied with SABAS to learn 
human brain anatomy 

.626 4.23 

Q12 Overall SABAS greatly aided the brain 
anatomy learning process 

.679 4.43 

 

In the questionnaire, the highest mean score was obtained as 4.43 for 
Q10 and Q12 items. Figure 11 shows the scores and percentage distribution 
of the answers given to the options by the participants for the item Q10 
stating that; “Learning using SABAS can be very practical in anatomy 
classes”. The findings showed that for this item, 50% of the participants 
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responded as (5) Yes, 43.3% of them responded as (4) Rather yes and 6.7% 
of them responded as (3) Do not know. On the other hand, it was obtained 
that none of the participants score the options (2) Rather no and (1) no for 
this item. The second highest mean score was obtained for Q12 item stating 
that „Overall SABAS greatly aided the brain anatomy learning processes. As 
seen in Figure 12, the percentage of the (5) Yes, (4) Rather yes, (3) Do not 
know, (2) Rather no options were found as 53.3% (16 participants), 36.7% 
(11 participants), 10% (3 participants), 0% (no participant) and 0% (no 
participant), respectively. 

 
Figure 11. The percentage distributions of the scores for the Q10 item 

Source: Our own conception 

 

 
Figure 12. The percentage distributions of the scores for the Q12 item 

Source: Our own conception 

In the questionnaire, the third and fourth highest scores were 
obtained as 4.40 and 4.37 from Q7 and Q9 items, respectively. As presented 
in Figure 13, the percentage of the (5) Yes, (4) Rather yes, (3) Do not know, 
(2) Rather no and (1) No options were found as 56.7% (17 participants), 
26.7% (8 participants), 16.7% (5 participants), 0% (0 participant) and 0% (0 
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participant), respectively for Q7 item. On the other hand, in Figure 14, the 
percentage of the (5) Yes, (4) Rather yes, (3) Do not know, (2) Rather no 
and (1) No options were found 46.7% (14 participants), 43.3% (13 
participants), 10% (3 participants), 0% (0 participant) and 0% (0 participant), 
respectively for Q9 item. 

 
Figure 13. The percentage distributions of the scores for the Q7 item 

Source: Our own conception 
 

 
Figure 14. The percentage distributions of the scores for the Q9 item 

Source: Our own conception 

Discussion 

Mobile devices give highly successful and satisfying results in 
researches in the field of medicine and health. In our pilot application, most 
of them state that they are satisfied and benefited from the developed 
system (Chase et al., 2018; Walsh, 2015). It has also been shown that these 
tools help students learn better with less cognitive effort, provide learning 
satisfaction, and enable students to structure their knowledge to complete 
learning tasks (Küçük et al., 2016). Considering the results of studies and our 
study, the usage of this mobile device will contribute to managing 
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information for students, teaching innovation, and increasing the quality of 
knowledge about brain anatomy and ensuring permanence. 

The SABAS training simulator was designed to be used in pre/post-
graduation and continuing medical education. A supportive learning 
management system was created using appropriate innovative mobile 
technology in the SABAS infrastructure. Due to the developed SABAS 
application, mobile teaching infrastructures were established and therefore 
significant contributions were made to the development and use of 
innovative learning strategies. 

Optimization is of particular importance when developing a SABAS 
type application. Especially in the VR section, frame per second (fps) value 
should be captured. It is generally accepted to achieve the maximum fps 
value, but in most applications, the design is achieved based on 30 fps or 60 
fps values. Optimization methods to be used while developing Unity3D 
applications also contain some differences in this respect. The simplest 
optimization method in such an application is to create low-poly models. 
Although this method does not provide an optimum solution, it is one of 
the most important methods to increase the fps value when required. 
Although low-poly models have the advantage of having a low number of 
polygons, they have fewer details. In this situation, the knowledge of the 
expert who has developed the model becomes prominent. While it is 
possible to develop models that look very good with fewer polygons, the 
opposite is also possible. The expert who develops the application should 
know these situations and choose the most suitable model. In addition, 
optimization can be achieved by using static objects in Unity3D. Objects 
marked as static should not be moved even if they contain an animation or 
script. Another important optimization method that can be used in this 
situation is occlusion culling. With occlusion culling method, in Unity3D, 
the objects that only camera render display on the screen and therefore 
many models are not displayed on the screen, which reduces the load on the 
program and increases the fps value. 

Another limitation encountered in SABAS application is the 
application of cutting process on anatomical structures. The use of dynamic 
mesh cut to simulate surgical cuts on anatomical structures rather than on a 
linear plane can eliminate this problem. In this way, solid models are 
degraded into their vertices (points) and are not processed as an entire 
model. As a result, a realistic cut appearance can be obtained. In addition, 
although a previously designed anatomical model will be used, this model 
must first be made deformable. 
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Conclusion 

Although there have many technological developments in the field 
of smart phones recently, these developments have not been fully 
transferred to education context using mobile devices. In this study, a 
training simulator named SABAS was designed with its all components to be 
used in the anatomy education. The designed simulator was equipped with 
AR and VR supported innovative e-learning technologies in order to 
examine and learn the structure of the human brain, whose anatomical 
structure and functioning is complex, using 3D models in anatomy 
education. In this proposed study, a method that allows investigation of the 
anatomic structure of the brain was presented to be used in different fields, 
especially medicine field. For the simulator, anatomical structures showing 
the 3D brain structure were used in an integrated manner, and the brain 
structure was examined on SABAS, a smartphone-aided mobile application. 
Unlike traditional methods, AR technology can combine real and virtual 
objects, and VR technology can offer various interactions in a virtual world. 
AR and VR supported innovative, interactive, original applications that 
appropriate for learning was developed on the created 3D anatomical 
images. By the supportive educational simulation applications developed on 
these 3D models of the brain structure, the educational experiences that are 
difficult to obtain in the real environment were transferred by virtualization. 
Although traditional methods (writing, books, cadavers, etc.) used in 
faculties in the field of health are effective methods, the AR and VR 
technologies can be good alternatives to these methods. These applications 
promote learning for students by enabling them to learn through interactive 
interactions instead of books and complex trainings. After the developed 
application was completed, the application was used and evaluated by a total 
of 30 participants, 6 of whom were medical doctors, 16 of whom were 
medical faculty students, and 8 of whom were students of health schools. 
The opinions of the participants regarding their experiences were obtained 
via an online questionnaire. 
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